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Abstract
We establish a Zavadskij-type reduction for orders  in a nite-dimensional algebra over
a complete eld K with respect to a discrete valuation. For a suitable monomorphism u of
-lattices, we dene a derived order u, and a functor @u between - and u-lattices which
yields an equivalence modulo nitely many indecomposables. The known versions of Zavadskij’s
dierentiation algorithm (for tiled orders [15], representations of posets [14], and vector space
categories [10,11]) are unied, and extended in this way to a part of representation theory of
general orders. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: 16G30; 16D90
1. Introduction
1. History. Before we explain our derivation functor @u for representations of orders,
let us review some hitherto known special cases. For the study of poset representations,
Zavadskij [14] (cf. [12, Chapter 9]) established a dierentiation (a;b) : 
 7! 
0 of
partially ordered sets 
 which reduces representations of 
 (in nite dimensional vector
spaces) to those of 
0. By this process, which applies to any pair of elements a; b 2 

such that fx 2 
 j a x  bg is a chain c1<c2<   <cm, the proof of Nazarova’s
characterization of tame posets [5] has been simplied [7,12]. A remark in [12, end
of Chapter 9] points out that the idea of this two-point dierentiation arose from
Zavadskij’s matrix algorithm which forms the essential tool in the characterization of
representation-nite tiled orders [15]. If R denotes a complete discrete valuation domain
with quotient eld K and p:=Rad R, a tiled order = (peij) in A=Mn(K) determines
an innite poset 
 consisting of the non-zero projective -lattices in a xed simple
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A-module S. Then Zavadskij’s matrix algorithm is applicable whenever 
 contains a
pair a; b as above with m  1.
If  is subhereditary, i.e. if there exists a maximal overorder   with Rad ,
then  is conjugate to an order (pe
0
ij) with e0ij 2 f0; 1g, and vice versa. In this case,

 is essentially given by the nite poset 
 = f1; : : : ; ng with i  j , e0ij = 0, and
each nite poset 
 arises in this way. Then the representation theory of  and 
 is
tantamount, and the strong Zavadskij algorithm (with m arbitrary) is applicable. On
the other hand, if  is subhereditary, but not necessarily tiled, then -lattices can
be interpreted as socle-projective modules over a socle-projective R=p-algebra, and a
Zavadskij-type algorithm has been developed in [10,11].
2. The derivation functor. In the present article, we generalize these results to an
arbitrary R-order  in a nite-dimensional (not necessarily semisimple) K-algebra A.
Instead of a pair of elements a; b in a poset (which suggested the term \two-point
dierentiation"), we shall consider a monomorphism u : P ,! I of -lattices with
KP=KI . For such u, we associate with each -lattice E a pair @uE=

E+
E−

of -lattices
with E−EE+. Here, E− denotes the largest -sublattice of E with f(E−)P for
each homomorphism f : E ! I , and E+ is dened dually. Whenever u satises the
closure condition I+ = I and P− = P, that is,
(C) @uP = @uI =

I
P

;
then + is an overorder of , and by duality, u : I ,! P yields an overorder −
of . Then we can form the derived order
u:=

+ +−
− −

M2(A)
of , and @u becomes a functor
@u : -lat! u-lat
from - to u-lattices. If in addition, P is projective, I injective, and Ext(H; L) = 0
for -lattices H; L between P and I , then u will be called hereditary.
Our main theorem (Section 3) states that if u is hereditary, then the functor @u
induces an equivalence of quotient categories
~@u : -lat=[H]
! u-lat
.h
I
P
i
;
where H consists of the -lattices between P and I . In fact, there are only nitely
many indecomposables in addH. Therefore, excluding the nitely many indecom-
posables of addH and add
( I
P
}
, we get a one-to-one correspondence between the
indecomposables of  and u.
All versions of Zavadskij’s algorithm mentioned above are obtained by a functor ~@u
with a suitable u. In these instances, S:=KP = KI is simple with End(P) = End(I)
maximal in EndA(S). Then the property of u : P ,! I to be hereditary is most easy
to characterize. Namely, if P is projective, and I injective with P 6= I , then u is
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hereditary if and only if I=P is uniserial with pairwise non-isomorphic composition
factors (Proposition 14). If, in particular,  is subhereditary and tiled, then the length m
of the above-mentioned chain c1<   <cm coincides with the length of the -module
I=P. While our proof that ~@u is an equivalence consists of pure module theory, it also
provides a unied treatment for the various Zavadskij algorithms.
The major steps in our proof are the following. For an R-order , and a hereditary
monomorphism u : P ,! I , we consider the nite dimensional R=p-algebra B:==−.
The faithful B-module M :=I=P has the property that each submodule is M -projective,
and each factor module is M -injective. Such modules M will be called Zavadskij
modules. In Section 2 we shall determine the nitely generated Zavadskij modules
over semiperfect left noetherian rings (Theorem 1). Moreover, we shall prove that the
left artinian rings with a faithful Zavadskij module coincide with the hereditary artinian
rings of type An (Proposition 5). In the particular case B:==−, we conclude that
the projective B-modules are just the modules of the form E=E− with a -lattice E,
whereas the injective B-modules are those of the form E+=E. This will be essential for
showing that ~@u is dense (i.e. that each u-lattice, modulo some object in add
( I
P
}
,
is of the form @uE).
2. Zavadskij modules
In this section we shall study the modules which arise as I=P in our main theorem.
Let B be an arbitrary ring. Recall that for any B-module M , a B-module Q is said to be
M -projective if for each epimorphism M  N of B-modules, the induced homomor-
phism HomB(Q;M)! HomB(Q;N ) is surjective. Similarly, Q is M -injective if for each
monomorphism N  M , the induced homomorphism HomB(M;Q) ! HomB(N;Q) is
surjective. If M itself is M -injective, then M is also called quasi-injective.
Now let us dene a B-module M to be a Zavadskij module if each submodule is
M -projective, and each factor module is M -injective. In other words this says that for
each homomorphism f : U ! W from a submodule U to a factor module W of M ,
the diagram
can be completed by an endomorphism f of M . Thus for M to be a Zavadskij
module, it suces to assume that each submodule is M -projective, and M itself is
quasi-injective. It will be useful to put this denition into the following special form
(B-Mod denotes the category of B-modules):
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Proposition 1. M 2 B-Mod is a Zavadskij module if and only if for each isomorphism
h : U=U 0 !V=V 0 with submodules U;U 0; V; V 0 of M; there exists an endomorphism h
of M with h(U )V and h(U 0)V 0 which induces h.
Proof. This follows immediately if the map f in the above diagram is decomposed
into f : U  U=U 0 !V=V 0 ,! M=V 0 =W .
Clearly, the Zavadskij property of modules carries over to direct summands. But it
is not invariant under formation of direct sums. For example, if k is any eld, and B
is the triangular matrix ring T2(k) =

k 0
k k

, then both indecomposable projectives are
Zavadskij modules, but BB fails to be quasi-injective. However, we have:
Proposition 2. If M 2 B-Mod is a Zavadskij module; then every nite direct sum Ms
is again a Zavadskij module.
For the proof we need the following:
Lemma 1. Let M 2 B-Mod be a Zavadskij module. Then every submodule U of
M M is isomorphic to some U1  U2 with submodules U1; U2 of M.
Proof. The projection M M  M onto the rst summand maps U onto a submodule
U 0 of M . Since U 0 is M -projective, it is also (M M)-projective, hence U -projective
(cf. [1, 16.12]). Consequently, the epimorphism U  U 0 splits, and thus U is a direct
sum of submodules of M .
Proof of Proposition 2. It suces to prove the statement for s = 2. By Lemma 1,
every submodule of M  M is (M  M)-projective. On the other hand, M  M is
M -injective, hence quasi-injective ([1, 16.13]). By the above remark, this proves our
proposition.
Lemma 2. A factor module M of a Zavadskij module is indecomposable if and
only if its injective hull E(M) is indecomposable. Namely; if E(M) = E1  E2; then
M = (M \ E1) (M \ E2).
Proof. Since M is quasi-injective ([1, 16.13]), Johnson and Wong’s theorem [3] im-
plies that M is fully invariant in its injective hull. Hence, any decomposition of E(M)
decomposes M .
For the application given in Section 3 we may assume B to be left noetherian and
semi-perfect. In this case, a precise characterization of nitely generated Zavadskij
modules can be achieved. Let us rst consider the indecomposables.
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Lemma 3. An indecomposable nitely generated Zavadskij module M over a semi-
perfect ring is uniserial.
Proof. By the dual Johnson{Wong theorem ([13, Proposition 2:2]), the kernel of a
projective cover P  M is fully invariant in P. Hence, P is indecomposable and thus
M is local, i.e. M=RadM is simple. Now suppose U; V are incomparable submodules
of M with W :=U \ V . Then M=W has two non-zero submodules U=W and V=W with
zero intersection. Hence Lemma 2 implies that M=W is decomposable. On the other
hand, M=W is local, a contradiction. Therefore, M has to be uniserial.
Let M be a uniserial B-module with submodules 0 =M0M1   Mn =M and
composition factors Ui =Mi=Mi−1. Then there are ring homomorphisms
EndB(M)! EndB(Ui) (1)
which are all injective if the Ui are pairwise non-isomorphic. In this case, the maps (1)
are monomorphisms between skewelds. Let us call a length-nite uniserial B-module
M tame if the Ui are mutually non-isomorphic and the maps (1) are isomorphisms.
Proposition 3. Let B be a left noetherian semi-perfect ring. A nitely generated
B-module M is an indecomposable Zavadskij module if and only if M is a length-nite
tame uniserial module.
Proof. By Lemma 3 a nitely generated indecomposable Zavadskij module is uniserial.
Suppose rst that there are submodules U 0U V 0V with U=U 0 = V=V 0 simple.
By Proposition 1, this would imply the existence of an endomorphism h of M with
h(U ) = V % U . Then U  h(U ) h2(U )    would be a strictly increasing chain of
submodules, in contrast to the noetherian property of M . Thus we have shown that M
is length-nite with pairwise non-isomorphic composition factors. The tameness of M
follows by Proposition 1. Conversely, if M satises the conditions of the proposition,
and h : U=U 0 !V=V 0 is an isomorphism of non-zero subquotients of M , then U = V
and U 0 = V 0 follows. Thus h induces an automorphism of U=RadU which lifts by
tameness to an automorphism h of M . Then h induces h, whence M is a Zavadskij
module.
Next, let us turn our attention to decomposable Zavadskij modules. If M is a nitely
generated Zavadskij module over a left noetherian ring, then the Goldie dimension of
M is nite, i. e. its injective hull has a nite decomposition E(M)=E1  En with
Ei indecomposable. Hence Lemma 2 implies that M also has a nite decomposition
M =Mn11     Mnrr (2)
with pairwise non-isomorphic indecomposables M1; : : : ; Mr . Then M1      Mr will
be called the reduced part of M . By Proposition 2 we have:
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Proposition 4. A nitely generated module over a left noetherian ring B is a Zavad-
skij module if and only if its reduced part is a Zavadskij module.
A module (2) which coincides with its reduced part will be called a reduced module.
Now we are ready to give a complete characterization of nitely generated Zavadskij
modules:
Theorem 1. Let B be a left noetherian semi-perfect ring. A nitely generated B-module
M is a Zavadskij module if and only if the following are satised:
(a) M is of nite length.
(b) M can be decomposed into tame uniserial modules.
(c) Two indecomposable direct summands of M with a common composition factor
are isomorphic.
Proof. For necessity, it remains to prove (c). Thus let M1 and M2 be indecomposable
direct summands of M with a common composition factor. Then there are submodules
Ui $ Vi of Mi; i 2 f1; 2g, and an isomorphism h : V1=U1 !V2=U2 which extends by
Proposition 1 to an endomorphism of M . Hence there is a homomorphism h : M1 ! M2
which induces h. This implies h(V1) = V2. If we replace h by its inverse, we obtain a
homomorphism h0 : M2 ! M1 with h0(V2)=V1. Hence, h h0 and h0h are isomorphisms,
and thus M1 = M2.
Conversely, let (a){(c) be satised. Then the reduced module M 0 of M is a direct
sum M1     Mr of indecomposable Zavadskij modules, and we have to show that
M 0 is a Zavadskij module. Since all composition factors of M 0 have multiplicity one,
each submodule N of M 0 is fully invariant, hence of the form N =N1     Nr with
submodules Ni of Mi. Therefore, Proposition 1 implies that M 0 is a Zavadskij module.
Corollary. Let B be a left noetherian semiperfect ring and M=M1  Mn a nitely
generated Zavadskij module over B. Then every submodule U of M is isomorphic to
U1      Un with submodules Ui of Mi.
Proof. By Lemma 1 and induction, the assertion follows for M1 =    = Mn with
n a power of 2, hence also for arbitrary n. Thus by Theorem 1(c) it remains to
consider the case where the Mi have no composition factor in common. But then
U = (U \M1)     (U \Mn).
Example. If  is a hereditary order over a complete discrete valuation domain R
with quotient eld K , then K is a Zavadskij module over  which is not nitely
generated.
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For any ring D, denote by Tn(D) the triangular matrix ring
Tn(D) =
0
BBBBBBB@
D 0    0
   
   
   
  0
D     D
1
CCCCCCCA
(3)
of size n. The artinian rings with a faithful Zavadskij module are just a nite analogue
of hereditary orders:
Proposition 5. For a left artinian ring B the following are equivalent:
(a) B has a faithful Zavadskij module.
(b) B is left hereditary with a faithful bijective module.
(c) B is Morita equivalent to a product
Qr
i=1 Tni(Di) of triangular matrix rings
over skewelds Di.
If these equivalent conditions hold; then up to isomorphism; there is a unique re-
duced faithful Zavadskij module; namely M1     Mr; with fM1; : : : ; Mrg a repre-
sentative system of indecomposable bijective B-modules.
Proof. (a) ) (c): By Proposition 2, there is a monomorphism BB ,! M into a Zavad-
skij module M . Since B is left artinian, M has a projective cover ([1, 28.8]) P  M
with a fully invariant kernel [13], and thus M is a direct sum of local Zavadskij mod-
ules (cf. [1, 27.11]). Therefore, M can be assumed to be nitely generated, and the
corollary of Theorem 1 implies that BB decomposes into submodules of indecompos-
able Zavadskij modules. Hence if M1      Mr is the reduced module of M with
Mi of length ni, then the direct sum P of all submodules of the Mi is a progenerator
for B ([1, 16.12]). By Proposition 3, the endomorphism ring of P is of the structure
given in (c), with Dopi =EndB(Mi). The other implications are trivial, whereas the nal
statement follows by the above discussion.
3. The main theorem
The following notation will be maintained throughout the sequel. Let R be a complete
discrete valuation domain with quotient eld K , Jacobson radical p:=Rad R, and residue
eld k:=R=p, and let  be an R-order in a nite dimensional K-algebra A; that is to
say,  is an R-subalgebra of A which is nitely generated over R such that K= A.
A -submodule E of a left A-module M is said to be a (full) -lattice in M
if RE is nitely generated and KE = M . Since M can be identied with K ⊗R E,
the embedding E ,! M is naturally associated with the -module E, which itself is
therefore also called a -lattice. Every homomorphism f : E ! F of -lattices has a
unique A-linear extension KE ! KF which we again denote by f. For this reason, the
inverse image f−1(F) will be regarded as a -submodule of KE which may strictly
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contain E. The category of -lattices is denoted by -lat. For the general theory of
lattices over orders we refer to [8].
For a class C of objects in an additive category, let [C] denote the ideal of morphisms
which factor through a nite direct sum of objects in C. By addC we denote the full
subcategory consisting of direct summands of nite direct sums of objects isomorphic
to those in C. As usual, ind denotes a representative system of isomorphism classes
of indecomposable -lattices.
Now let u : P ,! I be a monomorphism of -lattices with KP=KI . For any -lattice
E we dene the u-trace and u-cotrace:
trcu E:=
X
ff(I) jf 2 Hom(P; E)g;
ctru E:=
\
ff−1(P) jf 2 Hom(E; I)g:
Then trcu E is R-nite, and ctru E is full in KE, i.e. K(ctru E) = KE. Hence
E+:=E + trcu E; E−:=E \ ctru E (4)
are -lattices in KE with E−EE+. Dually, with respect to the monomorphism
u : I ,! P of op-lattices, where ( ):=HomR(−; R), we set for a op-lattice F :
F−:=F + trcu F; F+:=F \ ctru F: (5)
Here, we get F+F F−. One reason for this notation (5) is suggested by the equa-
tions
(E+) = (E)+; (E−) = (E)− (6)
which are instantly veried. Since every homomorphism ! I is of the form a 7! ax
with x 2 I , we obtain − = fa 2  j aI Pg= fa 2  jPa Ig and thus
− = +: (7)
Clearly, this is a (two-sided) ideal of .
Lemma 4. For each -lattice E; there exist -lattices H; L with P sH  I s and
P t L I t for s; t 2 N; and commutative squares
which induce isomorphisms I s=H !E+=E and E=E− !L=Pt .
Proof. Since E+=E is of nite length, there exists a homomorphism f : P s ! E with
f(I s) + E = E+. If H :=f−1(E) \ I s, the rst commutative square arises. The second
square is obtained analogously.
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The following closure condition will be fundamental throughout the sequel:
(C) I+ = I ; P− = P:
Proposition 6. If I+ = I (resp. P− = P); then + (resp. −) is an overorder of ;
and for any -lattice E; we have E+ = +E+ (resp. E− = −E−). Moreover; (C)
implies −E+E−.
Therefore, the + and − signs in (4), (5) receive another motivation: they indicate
(left or right) +- and −-lattices.
Proof. In order to prove that + is an overorder with E+ = +E+, it suces to
show +E+E+ for E 2 -lat. This means that every homomorphism h :  !
E+ extends to +. By Lemma 4, there is an epimorphism p : E  I s  E+ with
pjE : E ,! E+ and p(P s)E. Since the -lattices (4) are functorial, each homo-
morphism  ! E extends to + ! E+, whence +EE+. Thus I+ = I implies
+E+=p(+EI s)E+. Dually, if P−=P, then (P)−=P yields (E)−−(E)−,
that is, (E−)−(E−). Hence −E−E−. Finally, every homomorphism E ! I
maps −E to −I P, whence −EE−. Therefore, −E+ = p(−E  −I s)
p(E−  P s)E− since each f 2 Hom(P; E) carries P = P− into E−.
Since the identity 1 : P ! P carries I to I , we have I P+. On the other hand,
P ,! I gives P+ I+. Therefore, condition (C) implies that P and I determine each
other:
P+ = I; I− = P: (8)
Furthermore, Proposition 6 shows that if (C) is satised, then we can form the R-order
u:=

+ +−
− −

M2(A): (9)
which will be called the derived order with respect to u.
As another consequence, we show that the rejection lemma ([2, 2:9]) for bijective
-lattices remains true for orders in a not necessarily semisimple algebra. To this
end, let us dene a generalized overorder of  as an R-order   together with a
ring homomorphism  !   with R-torsion cokernel. Precisely speaking, we have to
consider a class of ring homomorphisms, and two such homomorphisms i :  !  i;
i 2 f1; 2g, dene the same generalized overorder of  if and only if there is an
isomorphism ! :  1
! 2 with !1 = 2. Then we have the following:
Proposition 7 (Rejection lemma). For every bijective -lattice B; there exists a gen-
eralized overorder   of  such that a -lattice is in  -lat if and only if it does not
have a non-zero direct summand in addfBg.
Proof. By induction we may assume B to be indecomposable. Consider the monomor-
phism u : JB ,! B with J :=Rad.
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Case 1: B 6= JB. Then (JB)− = JB, and by Proposition 6, this implies that −
is an overorder of  with −E−E− for each -lattice E. We claim that  :=−
meets the requirement. In fact, if E has no direct summand isomorphic to B, then the
projectivity of B implies that there is no epimorphism E  B, whence E = E− 2
−-lat. For the converse, we have to show that B itself is not a −-lattice. Since B
is injective, there are homomorphisms B
j! q!B with qj = 1. Consequently, if B is
a −-lattice, then every homomorphism  ! B of right -lattices extends to −,
whence j(B)(−) = ()− and thus qj(B)B− = JB, a contradiction.
Case 2: B = JB. Then T J iB = 0 implies that for every non-zero -submodule F
of B there is an i 2 N with F  J iB and F 6 J i+1B. Hence F = J iB by Nakayama’s
lemma. Therefore, KB is simple, and the -lattices in KB form a chain. Now let E
be any -lattice with no direct summand isomorphic to B. Then for each non-zero
homomorphism f : E ! B, the image would be projective, i.e. f would split. Hence
Hom(E; B)=0, and by duality, Hom(B; E)=0. Therefore, =0  with a maximal
order 0 such that (0) = Bm for some m 2 N.
Denition. A monomorphism u : P ,! I of -lattices with torsion cokernel will be
called hereditary if P is projective, I injective, Ext(I=P; I) = Hom(P; I=P) = 0, and
Ext(H; L) = 0 holds for all -lattices H; L between P and I .
Since P is projective, the condition Hom(P; I=P) = 0 is tantamount to P− = P.
Dually, since I is an injective lattice, we have an exact sequence
Hom(I; I)! Hom(P; I) Ext(I=P; I)
which shows that Ext(I=P; I) = 0 is equivalent to I+ = I . Hence (C) is satised
whenever u is hereditary, and the derived order (9) exists in this case.
For the remainder of this section, we assume that u is hereditary. Then the lattices
(4) can be characterized in terms of + and −:
Proposition 8. Let E be a -lattice. Then E+ = +E; and E− is the largest −-
sublattice of E.
Proof. Clearly, +EE+. Consider an epimorphism p : n  E. Then each homo-
morphism f : P ! E factors through p, say, f=pg. Hence f(I)=pg(I)p((+)n)
+E, and thus E++E. The second assertion follows by duality.
Proposition 9. There is a natural exact sequence
Hom(I; P) ,! End(I) End(I=P) (10)
with End(I=P) a semisimple k-algebra. In particular; p−; i.e. =− is a nite
dimensional k-algebra.
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Proof. Since Ext(I; P) = 0, the short exact sequence P ,! I v I=P induces a short
exact sequence
Hom(I; P) ,! Hom(I; I) Hom(I; I=P): (11)
On the other hand, Hom(P; I=P)=0 implies that v : Hom(I=P; I=P) ,! Hom(I; I=P)
is an isomorphism. Hence (11) yields (10). In order to prove that End(I=P) is
semisimple, we have to show that the radical of End(I) is contained in the ideal
Hom(I; P). Therefore, let f 2 Rad End(I) be given. Then H :=P + f(I) and
L:=I \ f−1(P) are -lattices between P and I , and the maps f : I ! H and v :
P ,! H give rise to a short exact sequence
L ,! I  P (f;v) H
which splits since u is hereditary. Consequently, there exists a section
( s
t

: H ! IP
with fs+ vt=1. By virtue of P+=H+= I , this can be regarded as a relation between
endomorphisms of I . Hence vt is invertible, and thus H = P, i.e. f 2 Hom(I; P). In
particular, p 1Rad End(I)Hom(I; P), i.e. p−, whence =− and End(I=P)
are k-algebras.
Now we turn our attention to the k-algebra =−. We have:
Proposition 10. I=P is a faithful Zavadskij module over =−.
Proof. By the denition of −, the module I=P is faithful. Now let H; L be -lattices
between P and I , and f : H=P ! I=L a homomorphism. Then Ext(H; L) = 0 implies
that Hom(H; I) ! Hom(H; I=L) is epimorphic. Hence, f can be lifted to a homo-
morphism f : H ! I with f(P)L. Moreover, f extends to I = H+, and thus f is
induced by an endomorphism of I=P. Therefore, I=P is a Zavadskij module.
Corollary. Every nitely generated module M over =− is of the form M = H=L
with -lattices P sLH  I s and s 2 N. Moreover; M is projective (injective) if
and only if it can be represented in the form M = H=P s (resp. I s=L). If E is any
-lattice; then E=E− is projective; and E+=E injective over =−.
Proof. By Lemma 4, every nitely generated free module over =− is isomorphic to
some H=P s with P sH  I s. Hence M is of the desired form. By Proposition 5, =−
is hereditary, and I=P bijective. Therefore, each H=P s is projective. If the factor module
H=L is projective, it must be a direct summand of H=P s, whence H=L = H 0=P s for
some H 0H . A similar argument applies to the injective case. Now the nal statement
follows immediately by Lemma 4.
Next, let us consider the derived order. Clearly, the u-lattices are given as columns( F
G

with F 2 +-lat; G 2 −-lat, and −F GF . Hence, the map E 7!

E+
E−

gives rise to an additive functor
@u : -lat! u-lat: (12)
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If H is a -lattice between P and I , then @uH =
( I
P

. Thus if we set
Hu:=addfH 2 -lat jPH  Ig; (13)
then @u induces a functor
~@u : -lat=[Hu]! u-lat
.h
I
P
i
: (14)
Proposition 11. Each -lattice H with P sH  I s for some positive integer s belongs
to Hu.
Proof. We proceed by induction on s. For s=1 the assertion is trivial. If P sH  I s is
given with s  2, then we have an exact sequence H 0 ,! H  H 00 with Ps−1H 0 I s−1
and PH 00 I , and the induction hypothesis implies that H 0 decomposes into -lattices
between P and I . Hence Ext(H 00; H 0) = 0, and thus H 2Hu.
In order to check whether a u-lattice has an indecomposable direct summand in
common with
( I
P

, the following criterion will be needed:
Proposition 12. If a u-lattice
( F
G

has no non-trivial direct summand in common
with
( I
P

; then the inclusion G+F− holds.
Note. The converse obviously holds if
( I
P

has no non-zero direct summand of the
trivial form
(H
H

.
Proof. Since G+F and GF−, the relation G+F− says that for each pair of
homomorphisms g : P ! G and f : F ! I , the composition fg satises fg(I)P.
Therefore, suppose there are f; g with fg(I) 6P. Then g(I)G+F and f(G)
f(F−)P, and Proposition 9 implies that fg is not in the radical of End(I). Hence,
there is an indecomposable direct summand

I1
P1

of
( I
P

with components g1 :

I1
P1

!( F
G

and f1 :
( F
G
 !  I1P1

of g; f such that f1g1 is an isomorphism. Consequently,
I1
P1

is a direct summand of
( F
G

.
Now we can state our main theorem:
Theorem 2. If u : P ,! I is hereditary; then the functor (14) is an equivalence; and( I
P

is a bijective u-lattice.
Note. By the rejection lemma (Proposition 7), there is a generalized overorder ~u of
u with respect to
( I
P

. Therefore, the theorem yields a bijection between indecom-
posables
ind n fH1; : : : ; Hmg ! ind ~u; (15)
where H1; : : : ; Hm are the indecomposable direct summands of -lattices between P
and I .
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Proof. Let us show rst that @u is faithful. For E 2 -lat we have
Homu

E+
E−

;

I
P

=Hom(E; I);
Homu

I
P

;

E+
E−

=Hom(P; E):
Now let f : E ! F be a morphism in -lat such that @uf has a factorization
@uf :

E+
E−

g!

I s
P s

h!

F+
F−

:
Then f = h  g with g : E ! I s and h : P s ! F . Hence, f factors through g(E) + P s
which lies in Hu by Proposition 11.
In order to show that ~@u is full, suppose E; F 2 -lat, and let
f :

E+
E−

!

F+
F−

be a morphism in u-lat. By Lemma 4, there are -lattices H; L between P s and I s
for some s 2 N, and morphisms g : E ! L, h : I s ! F+ in -lat with g(E−)P s
and h(H)F which induce isomorphisms g : E=E− !L=P s and h : I s=H !F+=F .
Therefore, f induces a homomorphism f : E=E− ! F+=F with a factorization:
f : E=E−
g!L=P s l! I s=H h!F+=F:
By Propositions 10 and 2, I s=P s is a Zavadskij module over =−. Hence l lifts
to an endomorphism of I s=P s, and thus to an endomorphism of I s by Proposition 9.
Consequently, there exists a homomorphism l : L! I s with l(P s)H which induces
l. Therefore, the composition hlg yields a morphism
f0 :

E+
E−

!

F+
F−

in the ideal
( I
P

of u-lat which induces f. Hence f− f0 2 Hom(E; F), and we
have proved that ~@u is full.
Next, let us show that ~@u is dense. To this end, let
( F
G
 2 u-lat with no direct
summand in addf( IP g be given. Then G+F− by Proposition 12. The corollary of
Proposition 10 implies that F=F− is projective and G+=G injective. Therefore, F=G has
a decomposition F=G = G+=G  F−=G+  F=F−, and there are -lattices F 0; G0 with
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GG0F 0F such that F = F 0 + G+ = G0 + F− and G = F 0 \ G+ = G0 \ F−:
Furthermore, there are -lattices H; L with P sLH  I s for some s 2 N such
that H=L is isomorphic to M :=F−=G+. Now we dene E 2 -lat by the pullback
with respect to the natural epimorphisms q : H  H=L = M and q0 : F 0  F 0=G0 = M .
This gives rise to natural embeddings
G0  L ,! E ,! F 0  H:
Therefore, H L+E+ implies F 0H=E+H E+. Consequently, F=G++F 0E+,
and thus EF  H E+. Dually, E−G  LE. Hence we obtain
E+ = F  I s; E− = G  P s
which proves that ~@u is dense. Thus we have shown that ~@u is an equivalence.
It remains to prove that
( I
P

is bijective. Since P is projective, the identity 1 : P ! P
admits a composition P ! n ! P which yields P ! (−)n ! P and I ! (+)n ! I .
Therefore,
( I
P

is a direct summand of u, whence
( I
P

is projective. By duality,( I
P

= (IP) is a projective right u-lattice. Hence
( I
P

is injective.
For calculations it is sometimes helpful to replace u by a Morita equivalent R-order
with less indecomposable projectives. Let
= Q  Q0 (16)
be a decomposition of -lattices such that Hom(Q0; I=P) 6= 0 for each indecomposable
direct summand Q0 of Q, and Hom(Q0; I=P) = 0. Dene
0u:=

Hom(Q;Q+) Hom(Q;+−)
Q− −

: (17)
Proposition 13. 0u is Morita equivalent to u.
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Proof. Since (Q0)− =Q0, Proposition 6 implies +−Q0 =+Q0 =Q+0 . Hence @uQ0
is a simultaneous direct summand of @u() =

+
−

and Q0:=

+−
−

. Therefore,
@uQ  Q0 is a progenerator of u. By Proposition 6, the decomposition − = Q− 
Q0 =−Q−Q0 yields Q−=−Q−Q+Q−. Moreover, Q+ =+Q, and thus
Endu(@uQ) = Hom(Q;Q
+); Homu(@uQ;Q
0) = Hom(Q;+−):
Consequently, the progenerator @uQ  Q0 leads to the Morita equivalent R-order (17).
4. The tame irreducible case
In this section we shall consider hereditary monomorphisms u : P ,! I with P; I
irreducible (i.e. S:=KP = KI is a simple A-module) and tame (i.e. :=(EndP)op =
(EndI)op is the unique maximal order in D:=(EndAS)op.) Furthermore, put :=Rad,
and keep this notation xed in what follows. This class of hereditary monomorphisms
is quite easy to characterize:
Proposition 14. Let P be a projective; and I an injective tame irreducible -lattice.
Then a proper inclusion u : P ,! I is hereditary if and only if I=P is uniserial with
pairwise non-isomorphic composition factors; and P 6= I .
Proof. Let u be hereditary. Then Proposition 9 implies that I=P is indecomposable.
Hence, as a Zavadskij module, I=P must be a chain with pairwise non-isomorphic
composition factors. Furthermore, Hom(P; I=P) = 0 implies P 6= I .
Conversely, the condition of the proposition yields Hom(P; I) = , which gives
Hom(P; I=P) = Ext(I=P; I) = 0. Furthermore, that I=P is uniserial implies that the
-lattices between P and I are all tame. Now let H; L; L0 be -lattices between P and
I with L0L and U :=L=L0 simple. The short exact sequence L0 ,! L U induces an
exact sequence
Hom(H; L)
!Hom(H;U )! Ext(H; L0)! Ext(H; L):
In order to prove Ext(H; L) = 0 for all H; L, we proceed by induction on L, starting
with L=I . Then it suces to show that  is epimorphic. If H 6= L, then Hom(H;U )=0
since every maximal submodule of H contains Rad P. Thus let H = L. As L; L0 are
tame, they can be regarded as lattices over some hereditary generalized overorder of
. This shows that  is surjective.
The preceding result particularly applies to tiled orders, that is, R-orders  in a
matrix algebra A=Mn(D) which are of the form
= (eij) (18)
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with eii = 0 and eij + ejk  eik . There is no loss of generality, if we assume  to be
basic, i.e.  = P1      Pn with pairwise non-isomorphic indecomposable -lattices
Pi. For the exponent matrix (eij) this means that for i 6= j,
eij + eji > 0: (19)
In order to clarify the relationship between the functor @u given in (12) and Zavad-
skij’s algorithm [5] for tiled orders (18), we dene the innite poset

:=fQ 2 -lat jQ projective; KQ = Sg (20)
which is a subposet of the distributive lattice (with resp. to + and \)
S:=fE 2 -lat jKE = Sg: (21)
If we regard S as an n 1 column space Dn on which the matrix algebra A=Mn(D)
operates, then the elements of S are of the form a1     an Dn with ai 2 Z
such that
ai − aj  eij: (22)
If we identify Pi with e1i  eni 2 S, then 
 consists of the elements Pia
with i 2 f1; : : : ; ng and a 2 Z. Clearly, we have
PiaPjb , eij  a− b: (23)
To each Pi, the corresponding injective Ii:=Hom(Pi; ) has a unique representative
in S such that Pi \ Ii = Rad Pi, namely,
Ii:=1−ei1     1−ein 2 S: (24)
Proposition 15. For a basic tiled order (18) the following are equivalent:
(a) There exists a hereditary u : P ,! I with I = Ik ; P = Pl such that I =
H0H1   Hm = P with Hs−1=Hs = Ps=Rad Ps for s 2 f1; : : : ; mg.
(b) 1 + ekl = eks + esl for s  m; ekl = eki + eil for i>m; and eks + est = ekt for
t  s  m.
(c) There are P;Q 2 
 with Q = Pk and P = Pl such that 
 is a disjoint union
of fQ0 2 
 jQ0Pg; fQ0 2 
 jQ0Qg; and a chain fQ1Q2   Qmg with
Qs = Ps.
Proof. (a) ) (b): If we identify I with Ik−1 and P with Pl−a; a 2 Z, then
Hs=1−ek1  1−eks−ek; s+1  −ek n , and Hm=P gives 1−eks=esl−a for
s  m, and −eki= eil−a for i>m. Therefore, l>m implies a= ekl, whence 1+ ekl=
eks+ esl and ekl= eki + eil. The condition that I=P is a chain signies that for each t 2
f1; : : : ; mg, there is an at 2 Z with Pt−at+P=Ht−1. Hence minfest−at; esl−eklg=−eks
for t  s  m, i.e. est − at =−eks. Thus at = ekt and eks + est = ek t for t  s  m.
(b) ) (c): For s 2 f1; : : : ; mg we dene
P:=Pl−ekl ; Q:=Pk−1 and Qs:=Ps−eks : (25)
Then ei s − eit  −est = eks − ek t for t  s  m, whence Q1Q2   Qm. By (23),
PibP , eil  b+ ekl, and the latter is equivalent to b  −eki if i>m. Similarly,
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PibQ , b<− eki. For s  m, however, QsbP , esl  b− eks + ekl , b> 0,
and QsbQ , eks  −1− b+ eks , b< 0.
(c) ) (a): Let I 2 S be the injective -lattice corresponding to Q, i.e. Q \ I =
RadQ. Then every H 2 S satises H  I , H 6Q. Hence, P I and
fQ0 2 
 jQ0 I; Q0 6Pg= fQ1; : : : ; Qmg, and thus I=P is uniserial of length m<n.
Note. For m = 1, (b) turns into Zavadskij’s condition [15], Lemma 2:2. With some
patience, it can be veried that in this case, Zavadskij’s matrix algorithm [15] is
essentially equivalent to the application of ~@u.
If the tiled order (18) is subhereditary, i.e. there exists a maximal overorder   with
J :=Rad , then   is conjugate to Mn(), and thus  is conjugate to an order
(eij) with eij 2 f0; 1g. Thus let us assume = (eij) with eij 2 f0; 1g. Then  =Hn
with H = n 2 
 , and JH PiH for all i 2 f1; : : : ; ng. Therefore, the P1; : : : ; Pn
form a nite poset P with incidence matrix (eij):
PiPj , eij = 0: (26)
Clearly, each nite poset 
 is obtained in this way. Moreover, let Rep(
) denote the
category of 
-representations over a skeweld , i.e. systems (X ;Xa)a2
 with a nite
dimensional left -space X and subspaces Xa such that XaXb whenever a  b. Iden-
tifying X 2 -mod with (X ;X; : : : ; X ) 2 Rep(
), the category of nite dimensional
-spaces can be viewed as the full subcategory of injective objects in Rep(
), and
up to isomorphism, there is a unique indecomposable injective 
-representation .
Returning to the tiled order  with J  , there is a functor
-lat! Rep=(Pop); (27)
which associates with each -lattice E the Pop-representation (X ;XQ)Q2P with
X :=Hom (H; E)=Hom (H; JE); XQ:=Hom(Q; E)=Hom (H; JE):
Proposition 16. The functor (27) induces an equivalence
-lat=[ ] !Rep=(Pop)=[=]:
The proof is straightforward and will be omitted here. Essentially, the proposition can
be regarded as a special case of the corresponding result for subhereditary orders and
socle-projective algebras [9].
Remarks. 1. By Propositions 15 and 16, it is easy to verify that Zavadskij’s algorithm
for nite posets ([14,12, Chapter 9]) is a special case of the main theorem.
2. If applied to subhereditary orders, our main theorem can be interpreted in terms
of socle-projective modules over multi-peak algebras or, what is tantamount, represen-
tations of generalized vector space categories ([10,11, Section 6B]). In this context,
our assumptions are less restrictive than in Simson’s dierentiation algorithm [4,10,11].
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5. Examples
For any pair of R-orders 0; 1 with 0=Rad0 = 1=Rad1 = k      k, let us
dene by the pullback
an R-order 0}1 in K0  K1 which will be called the dyad [6] of 0 and 1.
Clearly, 0}1 has the same residue algebra k  k as 0 and 1, and the operation
} is associative and commutative. For i-lattices Ei with E0=Rad E0 = E1=Rad E1, a
similar pullback yields a 0}1-lattice which we denote by E0}E1 whenever it is
unique up to isomorphism.
Example 1. Consider the R-orders
0:=

R p
R R

; 1:=

R p
p R

in M2(K). Then :=0}1 has ve irreducible representations, namely the 0-lattices
H1:=
(R
R

; H2:=
(
p
R

; and the 1-lattices L1:=

R
p

; L2:=
(
p
R

; L3:=
(R
R

. The remain-
ing indecomposable -lattices are the two projectives P1:=H1}L1 and P2:=H2}L2, the
corresponding injectives I1 and I2, and an additional -lattice L:=0}L3. Consider the
hereditary monomorphism
u : P1 ,! I1:
Then + = I1  P2; − = P1  I2; − = P1  pH1  pL3; +− = I1 H2  L3, and
the reduced derived order (17) of  is a dyad of two hereditary orders  0 and  1:
0u=
0
@ R R Rp R p
p R R
1
A}
0
@ R R Rp R R
p p R
1
A :
This order has nine indecomposables, namely the indecomposable  i-lattices Qij for
i 2 f1; 2g; j 2 f1; 2; 3g, and three bijectives Bj:=Q0j}Q1j . The object map of the
Morita reduced functor @0u : -lat! 0u-lat is given by the table:
Example 2. Let us give a simple example of a tiled order , not subhereditary, with a
hereditary monomorphism u : P ,! I such that I=P is of length two. In other words, 
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neither reduces to the poset case [14], nor is the equivalence ~@u covered by Zavadskij’s
matrix algorithm for tiled orders [15]. We take
:=
0
BB@
R p p2 p2
p R p p2
p p R p
R p p R
1
CCA ; u :
0
BB@
p
R
p
p
1
CCA ,!
0
BB@
R
R
p
R
1
CCA
This order  has 16 irreducible and eight binomial indecomposable representations
(i.e. of rational length two). The reduced derived order
0u=
0
BBBBBBB@
R p2 R R p p
R R R R p R
p p2 R p p2 p2
p p2 p R p p
p p R p R R
p p R p p R
1
CCCCCCCA
has 19 irreducibles and only three binomial indecomposables. If we choose the decom-
posable hereditary monomorphism
v :
0
BB@
R p2
p p
p R
R p
1
CCA ,!
0
BB@
R p2
R p
p R
R R
1
CCA ;
then 0v has again 22 indecomposables, of which only two are binomial.
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